Car navigation system devices provide today with an easy and simple solution to the basic concept of reaching a destination. Although these systems usually achieve this goal, they still deliver a limited and poor sequence of instructions that do not consider the human nature of using landmarks during wayfinding. This research paper addresses the concept of enriching navigation route instructions by adding supplementary route information in the form of landmarks. We aim at using a contributed source of landmarks information, which is easy to access, available, show high update rate, and have a large scale of information. For this, Wikipedia was chosen, since it represents the world's largest free encyclopaedia that includes information about many spatial entities. A survey and classification of available landmarks is implemented, coupled with ranking algorithms based on the entries' categories and attributes. These are aimed at retrieving the most relevant landmark information required that are valuable for the enrichment of a specific navigation route. The paper will present this methodology, together with examples and results, showing the feasibility of using this concept and its potential of enriching navigation processes.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the increasing use of GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) in various applications, many people use automated navigation software to assist them with getting directions. These systems are mostly capable of dealing with giving route directions from point A (origin) to point B (destination), by giving a relatively small and simple set of instructions, which are mainly based on turn by turn navigation directions. Moreover, they usually rely on finding the shortest route that exists between points A and B according to the road network data, thus not dealing with the issue of "what is a good route direction" (Schwering et al., 2013) .
To handle the topic of "what is a good route direction", we need to understand and separate between three different aspects: 1) how can one asses the quality of a good route direction: what aids the user (e.g., driver) to navigate successfully in a cognitive manner (i.e., visual aids, more informative audio instructions, turns, landmarks); 2) what criteria interest the user while using the navigating system: distance (the shortest route), time (the least time it takes), or other-interest (restaurants on the way); and, 3) how to collect and what sources to use for delivering with comprehensive set of valuable and instructive information, so the system can construct the most complete and useful navigation process.
Recent research and studies show that the human mind can be distracted while driving and listening to the verbal route instructions or concentrating on the map that appear on the system's screen (Hipp et al., 2010) . Such that the navigators do not pay attention to their immediate surrounding environment. This means that the users do not construct a cognitive process during the navigation process; consecutively, they do not create a mental map of their area of interaction -a process that is immediate in case of navigating with a map and using landmarks for wayfinding. This translates to the fact that users feel lost or detached from their surroundings, which commonly leads to the outcome that they might find it hard to navigate the same route again without using the navigation system, only based on their memory. Current research show that the wayfinding process is more efficient when involving landmarks with the instructions, i.e., relating spatially to existing features in the surroundings and thus enriching the users' survey knowledge, e.g., "you are passing the Eiffel Tower on your left", rather than giving 'dry' directions, such as "turn left" or "turn right" (Tom and Denis, 2003; Lovelace et al., 1999) . In the past, when people were asked to describe how to get from one point to another, they used the most natural form of wayfinding for navigation -using and pointing to landmarks, which are recognizable features that stand out from their near surrounding. Although people today use navigation system devices for this purpose, this concept has not changed. Therefore, the use of landmarks in a navigation process should be considered when discussing issues relevant to the improvement of navigation processes that make use of navigation systems aimed at enriching the navigator's survey knowledge. Still, questions related to what is a valuable landmark that contributes to the overall objective, and to what immediate available data sources exist for this purpose need to be addressed.
It is becoming an acknowledged fact that contributed (volunteered) data can provide today with a rich source of complementary information when compared to authoritative data (Sester et al., 2014) . Contributed data sources provide today large amounts of common and personal knowledge, and thus hold great potential for improving the quality of existing spatial databases, as in the case of navigation and Location Based Services (LBS). Such that these data sources can be used as alternative data sources for the retrieval of more informal information, such as vernacular places or local knowledge, which often is not represented in maps, although heavily used by people in their daily lives (Sester and Dalyot, 2015) . Moreover, these data sources have the potential to provide timely and immediate information, because the update process is usually event based and continuous -instead of time based and cyclic, as in authoritative data. This research paper focuses on the concept of enriching navigation systems route instructions by adding supplementary route information in the form of landmarks into the route direction process. This is designed to increase the cognitive awareness during navigation, enriching the navigator's survey knowledge. Here, we aim at using a contributed source of landmarks information, which is easy to access, available, have a high update rate and a large scale of information. For this, Wikipedia was chosen, since it represents the world's largest free encyclopaedia, including information about many spatial entities and vernacular places (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007) . Due to the contributed nature of Wikipedia, and the fact that many spatial entities (e.g., landmarks) are geotagged (having latitude and longitude coordinates), one can refer to Wikipedia as a valuable complementary data source. This research paper will present landmark-related classification and ranking of Wikipedia entries, which are aimed at retrieving the most valuable landmarks for the enrichment task of navigation routes. The classification itself does not rely solely on the type or category of the landmark, but also uses a combined classification that is based on a list of attributes associated with the entries, which have no spatial context. The paper will present this methodology, together with examples and results, proving the effectiveness of the developed and implemented algorithms, and the potential of the proposed enrichment process.
RELATED WORK

Landmarks for Navigation Use
Landmarks play an important role in route direction and description. Navigation by landmark is the most natural form of navigation, and landmarks are found to be key components for constructing the representation of routes during navigation (Michon and Denis, 2001; Brenner and Elias, 2003) . Instructions that are produced by navigation systems have the limitation of lacking interactions between the traveller and the environment; the main reason is that the route planning is based only on the geometric data derived from an existing route-network, thus they are communicated in a very limited form -a series of turns.
Research that deal with the issue of what is a good route direction and the role of landmarks on wayfinding concur the same conclusion: beside simple turn by turn verbal instructions, other visual aids, such as critical points along the route and landmarks can dramatically improve the chances of success in navigation, thus reducing the likelihood of getting lost (Michon and Denis, 2001; Lovelace et al., 1999; Elias, 2003; Raubal and Winter, 2002) . Including landmarks in navigation instructions is investigated by many researchers. Hile et al. (2009) , for example, developed landmark-based navigation method for outdoor pedestrian navigation. Goodman et al. (2005) investigated the use of landmarks in navigation for the elder. Duckham et al. (2010) suggest the generation of routing instructions that include references to landmarks using weighting model with the aim of enriching relatively simple routes.
However, if such information of landmarks are to be included in navigation systems, two challenges arise: 1) the automation of the process of defining and selecting good landmarks; and, 2) the route planning integrating landmarks to the road network. For the first, many studies try to identify the characteristics of good landmarks for navigation use. In the work of Burnett et al. (2001) , the authors select useful landmarks based on the generic characteristics and significance of landmarks, including permanence, visibility, usefulness of location, uniqueness and brevity. Raubal and Winter (2002) qualify landmarks using their visual attraction, such as facade area, colour, shape and visibility, semantic attraction that results from the cultural and historical importance and structural attraction of nodes and boundaries. Duckham et al. (2010) proposed a weighting system to calculate weights for landmark categories rather than specific instances of landmarks. Visual, semantical and structural characters are used to score the categories, deriving an overall suitability score to select good landmarks for navigation use.
Studies investigating the use of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) and user-generated data to infer the popularity of landmarks, such as Schlieder and Matya (2009) , use the collection of photos from social web to measure the popularity of locations and landmarks of cities. Sun et al. (2013) employ geotagged photos on social media, such as Flickr, to infer users' preference on landmarks, integrating landmarks in route planning system to provide users the travel routings having most popular landmarks. Integrating landmarks in navigation process involves the spatial relations identification, as well as instruction generation. In Caduff and Timpf (2005) , the landmarks-based navigation is done by selecting the referential landmarks based on distance, orientation and importance. Duckham et al. (2010) present a formal grammar notation to generate instructions for route directions using the general form "move -relative tolandmark" descriptions. Raubal and Winter (2002) also define a grammar for generating route instructions using landmarks.
Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a free online collaborative encyclopaedia existing in many languages, containing enormous textual and visual information, in which anyone can access and edit. Wikipedia is one of the most visited websites on the web, and it is possible to access and use Wikipedia pages in many applications. Wikipedia have attracted the attention of many scholars who aim to better understand the differences exist between Wikipedia entries and other sources of information, mainly authoritative. Lehmann et al. (2012) , for example, have found that Wikipedia entries are stylistically indistinguishable from those found in traditional printed sources (i.e., encyclopaedias).
Due to Wikipedia's voluntarily nature, and the fact that many geographic entries have latitude and longitude coordinates (geotagged), one can also refer to Wikipedia as a VGI source, and use it to extract important information that might not exist elsewhere. Zirn et al. (2008) explain how to use Wikipedia templates and the inherent structure to extract meaningful information. Authors discuss the "Media Wiki Templates", which support sophisticated and organized template mechanism that contains different types of structured information, to create dataconsistency. The main idea is that there is a template for any kind of content, such as: geographic entities (cities, rivers, mountain…), people (politicians, scientists, presidents…), organizations (companies, sports teams...) -to name a few. Wikipedia templates are also used in DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2012) . This is a community project, which extracts structured information from Wikipedia, allowing one to ask sophisticated queries from Wikipedia, to make it freely available on the web.
Consequently, it is only natural to aim and exploit this source of knowledge (Zirn et al., 2008) . The main problem exists in extracting information from Wikipedia is the huge amount of data that can be retrieved, which makes it very hard to deal with; moreover, to be able and extract what is required and relevant, i.e., useful data and information. Therefore, the extraction of data from Wikipedia must include a procedure that sorts, classifies and selects the most relevant information for the process.
METHODOLOGY
What is Considered a Good Landmark?
To retrieve the most valuable landmarks, i.e., landmarks that will contribute best to the navigation process and help improving orientation in the environment, a study of understanding what is considered to be a good landmark from the user perspective was made. This study was based on existing research, as well as on a short survey with participants. Burnett et al. (2000) state that to include richer instructions in the process of navigation, we must first understand what constitutes a 'good landmark', since the use of inappropriate landmarks might lead to driver confusion, and even reduce the usability of the navigation system. Authors aim to distinct between unique characteristics, and conducted an experiment with users that had to describe a route from origin to destination; for some of the users the route was familiar, and for others not. The purpose of this experiment was to see and understand which landmarks the users use to describe the route, and to pay attention to the way they describe these landmarks. Accordingly, authors took under consideration two important factors: 1) what made a participant to choose a specific landmark; and, 2) the textual concept of a landmark, meaning: how they choose to describe a specific landmark, and the differences between the descriptions for the same landmarks. These led to the establishment of landmark characteristics value, which was adopted here to correctly identify and retrieve valuable landmarks from Wikipedia entries. Figure 1 depicts the list of characteristics of the valued landmarks. The table also provides examples of different landmarks for each characteristic that typically score high or poor ranking based on its attributes.
We have decided to base our hierarchy and ranking of the different landmarks on this table, and use three characteristics: permanence, visibility, and uniqueness, which can be categorized from Wikipedia's entries, to identify the most relevant and important landmarks. Accordingly, each landmark receives a score as an attribute, from the less preferable (inferior) to the most preferable (superior).The following characterization is implemented during the selection process; a decision tree for each characterization is presented, which facilitate the subjective data classification (to some extent), a non-numeric one, in a quantitative way; at the end of every branch, the most probable rank is obtained, with values from 1 (inferior) to 5 (superior). As an example, Figure 2 depicts the decision tree for the Uniqueness character, with the different rankings retrieved for each branch. 1. Permanence -indicates whether the landmark is a permanent object or a temporary one. A permanent object will receive a high score, while a temporary one will receive a low score. This characteristic is important since we must choose permanent landmarks, and tend not to use a temporal character (such as sign or form). This characteristic also contains the subject of a natural landmark, opposite an artificial landmark.
In the decision tree we examine: is it possible that the object will totally change? Meaning whether the object will change his nature, i.e. transform to another object; is the object natural or artificial? And, does the object tend to change its form, in terms of color, shape and even name?
2. Visibility -indicates whether a landmark is clearly visible (noticeable) in all conditions, and in relation to its surroundings. This category refers to what usually affects the visibility of an object, such as size and shape. In relation to size, tall objects can be seen more clearly, and as such will receive a high score; in relation to shape, the larger the object is (area) and complex, the higher score it will receive.
In the decision tree we examine: is it possible to notice the object from a great distance? Is the object tall? Is the object spread out on a large area? Is it possible to see the object in all possible environmental conditions (e.g., light and weather)?
3. Uniqueness -indicates the possibility that a certain object will be confused with other objects in its vicinity. An object will receive a high score if it has a distinct appearance or it is located apart (distant) from similar landmarks.
In the decision tree (depicted in Figure 2 ) we examine: does the object outstands from its environment? Is it noticeable? Is it possible to find the same or similar objects nearby? Is it easy to confuse the object with other objects? Figure 2 . Decision tree for the Uniqness charachter
Wikipedia Landmark Categories
The central goal of the category system in Wikipedia is to provide navigational links to all Wikipedia pages in a system of hierarchy for all categories, assisting readers to browse better and quickly in finding sets of pages on topics defined by these characteristics. Wikipedia is based on an enormous amount of categories, which are divided to sub-categories, which are also divided to subcategories. Each entry has a list of relevant categories. This list of categories can be very long, whereas certain categories are not relevant for navigation. For example, the "Eiffel Tower" is obviously a very good landmark: the tower itself is very tall and can be seen from a great distance, and it is well-known; still, the category list of this page contains 11 different categories, where, for example, one is "7 th arrondissement of Paris", which is not relevant to us. Therefore, landmark filtering must be conduct on the category level of all potential pages to extract only the ones that are necessary for our goal.
For this purpose, we have conducted a short survey, in which we have asked people to choose at least 5 landmarks out of 50 landmarks, i.e., serving as Wikipedia categories, that in their opinion will help them to orientate better in the surrounding environment (users could also add landmarks they thought are relevant that were not on the list). 160 people who own or drive a car have participated in this survey. From this survey, we have compiled a list of relevant categories, i.e., commonly used landmarks. Still, this list must be checked in respect to what we can actually extract from the Wikipedia database to ascertain that indeed all categories can be retrieved.
To achieve this, we have conducted a simple analysis, in which a central site was chosen to view what categories exist in its surroundings. These categories are then cross-referenced with the list from our survey. The site we have chosen is Central Park in New York, with a search radius of 1000 [m] in its vicinity; the assumption is that this site and radius should deliver us with a big enough list of categories existing in urban areas. We have retrieved more than 100 page IDs (entries) based on location only, and for each page ID we have extracted the list of all associated categories (a Wikipedia entry usually have numerous different categories). All categories extracted were compared to the list from our survey, and the combination of both, depicted in Table 1 , created the list of common landmarks. This list serves for preliminary filtering in a way that only entries that contain a category from the common category list will continue to the next stage of the process. Table 1 . List of common landmarks
Filtering and Ranking of Wikipedia Landmarks
Based on the information gained in the previous sections, every landmark in the "common landmark list" is given a rank based on the three characteristics (permanence, visibility and uniqueness). This rank is later combined with other parameters (as follows in the next section), and together we receive a final score, prioritized, for all possible landmarks. Table 2 depicts the rank given to each characterization according to its decision tree, summed up to a final rank based on all three characteristics. Since ranking here can be, to some extent, subjective, the ranking task was given to 10 different participants, whereas Table 2 depicts the average rankings. A normalization was then implemented on the final rank received, whereas each category is given a rank between the score of 1 and 10, depicted in Table 3 .
Extraction of Landmarks and Page Properties
Defining of Queries:
The extraction of Wikipedia entries based on location and category requires the development of query code. Queries are based on the entry's location, information and data, and are divided into two main sections: 1) Category -the extraction of an entry based on its category list. The specific category will point out the potential landmarks that could assist the driver in the navigation task; and, 2) Page information -the extraction of properties information of the entry that could help with the classification and ranking of landmarks to allow the retrieval of the most valuable landmark(s) for the navigation task. Many Wikipedia entries, specifically landmarks, are geo-tagged, meaning that latitude and longitude coordinates exist. Therefore, the preliminary extraction of landmarks' entries is based on the entries' coordinates. For the location-based query, we have used the Mediawiki tool, which is a free and very powerful scalable software, and a feature-rich wiki implementation that uses PHP to process and display data stored in the Wikipedia database. This tool uses MySQL, allowing one to query complex queries from Wikipedia, and thus the retrieval of information, such as: which pages or entries are placed nearby another entry, or what kind of information can be found for a specific entry. 3. Extract page properties of a certain entry (section 3.4.4). Using the query below, one can retrieve the wiki markup (content) of every page exiting in Wikipedia database labelled with a page ID. The action=query module allows to retrieve information on a certain page and the data stored in it, such as the text of a particular page, the links and categories it relates to: rvprop=content. This query is based on a specific page ID, e.g., pageids=1935441.
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/api.php?action=query&prop=revisio ns&rvprop=content&format=xml&pageids=1935441
The linking of these two queries is simple, whereas the coordinates of a point in a route (e.g., in Figure 3 , point P1) serves as input of the first query, while the output of this (first) query is a list of entry IDs that exist nearby (in the above example: radius of 200 [m]). Then, on the second query, every entry retrieved in the first query is checked according to the page ID. Accordingly, we retrieve all the text (information) exist on all entries in the vicinity, to extract the information that is relevant to us -page (entry) category and properties (see below).
Extract the category list for a certain entry:
After retrieving the entries' text, we have implemented a Matlab code to perform parsing required to carry out the initial filtering -from a long list of page IDs, we find and choose the ones having the desired category that exists in the "common category list". The Matlab pseudo code is as follows:
1. Get text from Wikipedia URL 2. Split text to lines by different signs 3. For each line: Search the word "Category" If (word=='Category') Check all the words after the word category If (word+1== 'landmarks from the common category list') Add word+1 to cell final Else move to the next line 4. Repeat until the end of the text
Extract page properties regarding a certain entry:
Previous queries allow us to retrieve entries of desired categories in the vicinity of the route. Still, even for a fairly small search radius we might retrieve a high number of potential landmarks (categories), even when the landmarks rating system (presented in Table 3 ) is implemented. Communicating a high number of landmarks to the driver during navigation might lead to overload and the opposite output that we look for. Therefore, a successive filtering is implemented that is based on the entry attributes (other than the category alone). Such that the most valuable landmarks are chosen, e.g., 1 or maximum 2 landmarks for every section of the route (search point). For example:
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=WFAN-FM&action=info#mw-pageinfo
The query action=info#mw-pageinfo allows the retrieval of entry-related information associated with the entry, such as: article length (text-related), number of redirects (links) to this page, number of page viewers, and editing history details (date of 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will present an examination of the proposed methodology. To do so, we choose a 2,700 [m] route in New York City, which by a quick look in Google Maps, it is clear that this area is surrounded by a variety of different landmarks covering many of the categories we are interested in. The chosen route is depicted in Figure 4 Figure 4) . These values were chosen after an empirical analysis, which ascertained that most relevant landmarks for urban environments are retrieved, while avoiding the retrieval of distant and overlapping ones. It is assumed that for rural areas different values should be considered. An interesting fact is that a survey made manually on the chosen area showed that 83% of the landmarks appearing on Google Maps in the vicinity of the route have Wikipedia entries, where all were retrieved by our implementation. The rest of the 17% are mainly landmarks with categories that do not exist on our category list, mostly stores (Apple Store, for example). A total of 70 landmarks were retrieved from Wikipedia by our methodology, meaning Google Maps showed less than 20% of all available landmarks in the vicinity (12 landmarks were identified manually). This proves the large amount of complementary landmark information that can be retrieved from Wikipedia.
Results for each search point are presented in the tables below, where main properties of retrieved entries are given, with ranks in different colors. For point P3 (depicted in Figure 4 ), 13 Wikipedia entries (landmarks) were retrieved after the initial filtering, depicted in Table 4 . It is clear that the highest ranked landmarks are four skyscrapers (rank 9), one is a park (rank 7), and two are churches (rank 6). It is important to show that 6 out of the 13 landmarks retrieved are found to be irrelevant for our purpose, having very low ranks of 2 and 3. The four landmarks with the highest rank of 9 are too much to presented on such a short segment (200 [m] ), such that the second filtering is implemented based on the entries' attributes, depicted in Table 5 . Table 4 . 13 Wikipedia entries (landmarks) with ranking scores for point P3 after the initial filtering Table 5 . The Wikipedia page attributes of the 13 landmarks From all landmarks ranked as 9, the "Olympic Tower" (8th row, in bald) shows the highest values for most attributes (parameters), including Creation date and Latest edit. Still, a closer inspection shows that "St. Patrick Cathedral" (with a rank of 6, 11 th row) have attribute values that are higher, thus further development of the second filtering (and thus ranking) is still required.
For point P5 (depicted in Figure 4 ), 4 Wikipedia entries (landmarks) were retrieved after the initial filtering, depicted in Table 6 . For P5 it is very easy to choose the preferable landmark, since its rank is significantly higher when compared to the other landmarks, proving the usefulness and feasibility of the proposed methodology. Table 6 . 4 Wikipedia entries (landmarks) with ranking scores for point P5 after the initial filtering For point P12 (depicted in Figure 4 ), 7 Wikipedia entries (landmarks) were retrieved after the initial filtering, depicted in Table 7 . Again, as in P5, two landmarks are salient, with the rank In total, for the search points along the route presented here, 3 landmarks are retrieved (depicted in Figure 5 ), which are the most relevant ones according to the three characteristics and corresponding ranks (depicted in Table 3 ). Accordingly, these landmarks are the most valuable for the goal here, whereas all are easy to notice while driving and thus orientate to, serving as complementary and enriching information in the navigation process. Instead of simple two turn directions (depicted as arrows in Figure 5 ), the navigation is now complemented and enriched with the retrieved landmarks, which are communicated to the user, for example: "you are now passing the Olympic Tower on your left", or "your destination point is nearby the 1095 Avenue of the Americans, which is on your left". Also, it is clear that even for a very dense area as New York City, the preliminary classification and filtering suffice. Still, the second filtering that uses the entries' attributes can ascertain the process to be more robust, mainly when many landmarks are retrieved and further filtering and classification is required, pointing -out the more valuable and significant landmarks.
Figure 5. The route with search points P3, P5 and P12, along side the three landmarks that were retrieved for these search points (source: Google Maps)
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A methodology for retrieving Wikipedia entries, which are assumed to represent spatial landmarks that are relevant and valuable information for navigation enrichment, was presented. The methodology exists of several classification and filtering processes, which use the category and characterization of the different landmarks, as well as their attributes. Ranking systems were devised, which proved to be robust for retrieving the landmarks that should contribute the most for the goal at hand.
An experiment was presented, which ascertained our methodology, and proved to be robust and enrichment valuable.
Future work is planned to carry out more experiments, with longer routes and on different environmental scenarios (e.g., rural areas). Future experiments will also include the testing of this system on navigation processes, where users will navigate with and without the retrieved landmarks, to assess the contribution of the landmarks on the overall navigation process, and improvement of orientation in the environment. This will also include an analysis on visibility factors, testing the importance of observable landmarks along the routes during the navigation and wayfinding process. Also, a more complex ranking system is planned for development on the entries' attributes, which seems to be important in cases where there exist an excessive number of landmarks. Furthermore, our aim is to test our methodology on alternative volunteered sources, such as foursquare or OSM, which might add additional information that might not exist in Wikipedia. All in all we believe that this concept is important, since it serves as working ground to the integration of landmarks in navigation processes, as well as the use of volunteered and user-generated information for this process.
